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Abstract—The concept of building 3D models, known as 3D
reconstruction, already exists since the last few decades.
However, by manually aligning the objects during acquisition
phase does not guarantee that the output, the 3D models, will be
perfectly aligned with the computer's world coordinate system.
It mainly happens because in real world it is quite challenging to
get perfect measurements, especially for the irregular objects. In
this paper we address this problem by proposing a method to be
used on the post processing phase of the 3D reconstruction
process. The method is based on the variance and symmetricity
of the object's point cloud which is acquired during acquisition.
For the evaluation, we applied and evaluated the proposed
method to both synthetic and reconstructed 3D models. The
results are significant and show that the method capable of
aligning the models to a fine resolution of 1' (one minute) angle.
Keywords—3D models, Alignment, Variance, Symmetry,
Reconstruction

I.

II.

CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Apart from the input datasets, there are a few important
conditions, criteria and assumptions in the beginning which are
important to know before starting the process.

Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION

Alignment of a 3D model in 3D reconstruction is an important
task and usually done during acquisition or registration phase
and later on, for the better output, another alignment procedure
could also be done as part of the post processing task
[1][2][3][4]. There may be several requirements or problems
which arises to the need of aligning a 3D model. One such
requirement is optimal dimension measurement from a 3D
reconstructed model. In reality, it is almost impossible to align
a 3D model to perfection during its acquisition in hardwarewise and some mathematical approaches are definitely
required to align it to perfection. Our task is to align the 3D
model, software-wise, after acquisition. The method in [5]
describes dealing with Continuous Principal Component
Analysis (CPCA) for models having two orthogonal symmetry
planes passing through an axis and another tool called Local
Translational Invariance Cost (LTIC) used when there exists
only one or no plane of symmetry. However, our work uses
another approach which is quite different from the one
proposed in that paper. The unique feature which makes the
approach proposed here special is that, there is no featured data
such as normal, surface, faces or edges are required to execute
the algorithm, which was necessary for the approach listed
above. Moreover, unlike some other methods, such as Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) [6], which require a reference to align a
misaligned model, it is as well not the case in our work.
In the later sections, the working all the four methods in the
entire process namely, translation, alignment by variance,
alignment by symmetry and classification are described.
Testing and evaluation are done in section 4 and in section 5 all
the works are then summarized.
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2.1. Object Lies on a Plane
The assumption made here initially is that the object lies on a
rotating table. It means that there can be only 3 degrees of
freedom possible theoretically for the misalignment cases,
which are translation in -axis and Y-axis and rotation in XY
plane. In practice, it is possible that the table is not aligned
with respect to ground or camera axis and small alignment
along other 3 degrees of freedom are also possible. This
means that the algorithm can align a model in 2 dimensions
in a single implementation. If the object is not lying on a
plane, the same algorithm could align it in 3 dimensions on
being executed twice, i.e. first aligning along XY plane and
then along
or YZ plane.
2.2. Model is Free from Outliers and Concentrated Noise
Since no information is available about the features of a
reconstructed model, it is very important that all outliers and
concentrated noise points are removed. If they exist, then it
might affect the final alignment in respect to all 3 degrees of
freedom.
2.3. Criteria and Assumption for Better Human Perception
The algorithms proposed here take care of all ambiguities
during alignment, and hence it is necessary to state, how is the
model defined for human perception [5]. The human
perception model is defined such as: for a specified
misalignment range, which is 45° in default case, the model
will be aligned to its nearest alignment axis found. This
assumption is made considering the fact that humans normally
set the object close to its alignment axis even though it is not
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possible to align perfectly. As a result, if more than one
solutions for alignment have been detected, the algorithm
aligns it to the one nearest to the misaligned axis. This solves
the problem of ambiguity in alignment.
III. IMPLEMENTED ALGORITHMS

Equation 2 gives variance along both coordinate axes. If
variance is calculated only along the x -axis, then only x
component of the dataset X is considered and the equation 2
changes to equation 3.
=

Following sections show the working of each of the methods
pointed in the flow.
3.1. Translation to World Origin
It is possible that the 3D reconstructed point cloud model is
lying somewhere in the world frame but not at world origin.
The first step is to move the model at world zero such that the
center of mass of the object is at world zero. The Z coordinate
of all the data points is to be ignored as the object is lying on a
plane.

∑

(3)

Equation 3 is simple, the sum of squares of x components of
all the data points divided by ( − 1) number of data. This
equation is the basis in the approach to align a 3D model by
the method of variance. The idea is to rotate the translated
model over its entire misaligned range and calculate variance
for all the points along X direction from YZ plane. A graph of
variance versus angle is formed. The global minima and
global maxima values of variance will satisfy the solution for
alignment problem. The next step is to resolve ambiguities.

Figure 2. Comparison of two aligned model (resolving ambiguities).

The center of mass of object is modeled as the arithmetic
means values of X and Y coordinates of all points in the point
cloud. As a result, 2 out of 3 degrees of freedom have been
found. The next step is to execute translation of point cloud in
X and Y coordinate equal to the negative of the mean values of
point cloud already found.
3.2. Alignment by Method of Variance
Variance, denoted as s , is a measure of the spread of data
from its mean value, which can be defined as follows [7]:
=

∑

− )

(

(1)

where in equation 1, n is the total number of data points, X is
the i data point whereas X is the mean of all data points.
Note that if the entire dataset of points is transformed to origin
from its mean value, then = 0 and the variance in equation1
1 changes to equation 2.
=

∑

(2)
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Figure 2 shows an example on resolving ambiguities. In
the first case (left), point cloud is more misaligned along X
direction where as in second case (right), it is more aligned
along Y direction. In the first case (left), alignment will lead
to align itself such that variance in X direction is maximum at
that angle. However, in second case (right), the variance along
Xwill be minimum. This is also represented in the graph below
for understanding. To resolve these ambiguities, both cases
have to be dealt with. One of the successful ways to do that is
to find whether it has global minima or maxima nearby. Now
using this approach, we have resolved the ambiguity and the
model is aligned to suit human perception.
Algorithm 1 shows the flow and approach of this method.
The first step is to translate the model to world origin as
explained in previous section. Next, the translated model is
rotated over its entire misaligned range and variance is
calculated for all the points along X direction from YZ plane.
A graph of variance versus angle is formed. If it has a value
of variance as global maxima, the angle at which global
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maxima is formed is found out and if it has a global minimum,
the angle at which global minima is formed is found out. The
reason to do so will be explained in the next section.
For a misaligned range over ° along both sides,
clockwise and counter clockwise, the total number of values
of variance obtained are equal to
+1 where r is the
resolution in degrees. Therefore, the first iteration with
45° and = 5° give 19 values of variance. Next, the process
is iterated again in steps of r = 1° from a range equal to
angular step size of the iteration before, which is m = 5° and
11 values of variance with a resolution of 1° are calculated.
Once again, a check is made to find out at which angle is
global maxima or minima is found. Finally, last iteration is
made and end up with a resolution of 1'. The last iteration
process will result in 121 values of variance, with m = 1° and
r = 1'. Now, the value of the global maxima or minima can
be found out, and the value of angle at the given value of
variance is the misaligned angularity. The point cloud is then
transformed with the help of Euclidean Transformation to
align itself and form the best possible solution.
The method of variance basically is similar to Principal
Component Analysis [8]. It is in our case, however, preferred
over PCA because it is easier to resolve ambiguities with
variance method. It is to be noted that neither variance nor
PCA will work for 3D objects having more than 2 symmetry
planes since the variance for such 3D objects will not change
on being misaligned. Also, the error points in the point cloud
away from the centroid will contribute to erroneous alignment
by variance method. For avoiding such failure, a more reliable
method of symmetry is used.
3. 3. Alignment by method of Symmetry
This approach is totally different from the previous approach
of variance. Here, all the points on one side of XY plane are
mirrored onto other side and correspondence is established
between the mirrored points and points lying in the same side.
For each point, a nearest neighbor is found in the mirrored
point set. If the object has at least one symmetry plane, the
mirrored half will fall exactly on the points lying on other side
and distance between nearest neighbor will be ideally zero.
The sum of the square of the distances from their respective
nearest neighbor gives the squared error. The 3D object is
rotated and this procedure is checked, so as the symmetry is
found, the 3D object can be transformed to the orientation
leading to alignment. The mirroring is explained below with
equations in set notations where, ( , , ) ∈ , and is
n×3 data matrix.
P |p (x , y , z ) ∈ P, i = 1, … , n; x > 0 ,
P' = P

-1 0
0 1
0 0

0
0
1

(4)

P - |p (x , y , z ) ∈ P, i = 1, … , n; x ≤ 0 and by assigning
"=
,
(5)
For each point in P", search for a nearest neighbor in P'.
The squared error (e ) obtained from the algorithm can be
formulated in equation as follows:
e = ∑ (p -p' )
(6)
In equation Error! Reference source not found., p' is the
nearest neighbor of p. A summation
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of such error along all query points give us squared error (e ).

Figure 3. Mirroring, matching and resolving ambiguities.

The algorithm 2 shows the implementation of this approach.
The overall procedure is almost same as the one in method of
variance. First, we translate the model to world origin. Next,
we iterate the method by rotating the model in smaller steps
like 5° , 1° and 1'. Now, after rotating the translated model in
definite steps, all the points in the right-hand side of YZ plane
i.e. each point ( , , ) with x> 0 is mirrored such that
P (x', y', z') is x ' = -x, y ' = y and z ' = z . In the form of
equation, it can be written as: ∀P (x, y, z) ∈ P, i ∈
1,2, … , n|x > 0 ,
=

−1
0
0

0 0
1 0
0 1

(7)

Here P and P' are × 3 matrices with each row containing
3D points. Take a note that the equation 4 is nothing but
simple mirroring of all points about YZ plane. After
mirroring, all the points in right side of YZ plane are mapped
onto left side. For every point in P', a nearest neighbor in left
side of YZ plane is searched for P. This is carried out by the
nearest neighbor search (NNS) approach [9]. Upon finding
the nearest neighbor, error in symmetry is measured, which is
nothing but Euclidean distance between those two points. On
completion of the process for all the points, square of the error
is summed up for all the points, which we term as squared
error. The squared error so calculated is zero for an ideally
symmetrical model. Next, ambiguity is resolved for nearest
alignment axis which explained in detail in the next section
3.4. In the end, point cloud is transformed with the help of
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Euclidean transformation to align itself and form the best
possible solution within a fine resolution of 1'.
3.4. Symmetry Detection and Resolving Ambiguities
Figure 3 shows the flow of the algorithm visually. At first, a
misaligned input model is given, which is compared with its
mirror along YZ plane or Y axis in 2D case. The squared error
is minimum when model is symmetric about YZ plane and

Model is asymmetric and the squared error (e )
is due to asymmetrical points and noisy points
together.
Even though the value is influenced by noisy points, it can be
still used to measure symmetricity of a reconstructed point
cloud model. However, it has to be slightly modified in order
to compare the values between different 3D objects.
S=
(8)
ii.

×

Equation Error! Reference source not found. has been
derived based on various observations about relative size of
the 3D objects as well as number of points in the point cloud.
It is now independent of different models and unique in itself.
Basically, the solution to the equation yield a number (for
example: symmetrical factor). The symmetrical factor (S)
values observed from 1 to 10 for reconstructed models and
even more for synthetic models. The values 2 and 5 below are
calibrated from the testing models. However, they are purely
perception based and such parameters can be tuned fine in
order to achieve correct classification. For this model,
following are the values proposed for classifying
reconstructed point cloud model into three different
categories:
1)
≥ 5: Reconstructed model is symmetric in one or
more number of symmetry planes and alignment is
excellent and uses symmetry approach to align.
2) 2 < < 5: Reconstructed model is not symmetric
but regular and alignment is very good and uses
variance approach to align.
3)
≤ 2 : Reconstructed model is irregular and
alignment is good and uses again variance approach.
In a way, symmetricity factor was a byproduct of method of
symmetry alignment. As a result, the same equation can be
used to compute symmetricity of different models and serve
itself as a tool to automatically decide on which method to use
for better alignment.
maximum when it cannot match its mirror model. At the end,
nearest angle where the squared error is minimum is found
out and the point cloud model is transformed to that angle of
rotation. Local minima is considered in this case to resolve
ambiguity unlike global minima in the former approach. A
suitable explanation to that is because of multiple possibility
of existing symmetry planes. The algorithm should be able to
align it to any one of them which is found to be nearest. For
reconstructed point cloud models, it is very much possible
that the squared error at one symmetry plane is much lesser
than that to others due to noise and erroneous points, but in
order to make the model less dependent on noise, nearest
value of local minima is selected even though it is not a global
minima. Hence, the alignment axis will change with respect
to the orientation of input model which is required to
encompass human perception factors. This special feature of
this method makes it unique from previous method.
3.5. Classification of Reconstructed Models
The value of squared error (e ), even after aligning, in the
method of symmetry indicates the error which could be
composed of two parts:
i.
Model is symmetric and the squared error (e ) is
due to noisy points.
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IV.

TESTING AND EVALUATION

The entire evaluation is split into two parts namely, testing
and performance. Testing is an important part of evaluation
initially and provides a green signal to implement it on real
specimens. On successful testing, performance is measured
on actual datasets.
4.1. Testing
The 3D models from the synthetic testers as shown in figure
4, include a teapot with one plane of symmetry, a perfect cube
with four planes of symmetry and a couch again with one
plane of symmetry. All the models have different sizes. All
these models are aligned by default. The idea is to misalign
them with a known angle and apply the algorithms mentioned
here to realign them again. In the following table 1, recorded
results for 5 different testers by both methods of alignment are
shown along with their symmetric values. The term Size in the
table shows the dimension in centimeter of minimum
bounding box in XY plane, n is the total number of points in
the model, Misalign is known misalignment applied on test
model in degrees, Align is result from respective methods, t is
time taken by algorithm is seconds, S is symmetricity factor
and Acc is accuracy defined as 1 −

× 100%.
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It is to be noted that the model ‘perfect cube’ fails the
alignment algorithm based on variance as expected. Cube has
4 symmetry planes and therefore the variance of all the points
along one direction will be constant. This problem is solved
when aligned using symmetry approach.
4.2. Performance
The evaluation of six different types of 3D reconstructed
models of six real objects, as depicted in figure 1, is done here.
Table 1 and 2 show the performance of our algorithm on the
reconstructed models. It can be noted again that the method
of variance fails to align ‘cube’. But then alignment by
symmetry aligned it correctly. In other models, the results
from both the methods are comparable but the ones by
symmetry are found to be better: especially in cases where
symmetricity factor is more, such as cube, triangle, cylinder
and owl.

5.1. Important Features and Key Points
On a concluding note, the noteworthy features and
keypoints of the work are highlighted here:
a) Features: (1) robust performance on different
misalignment incorporated by human perception
factors, (2) does not require featuring information in a
model about faces, edges, or their normal, (3) does not
require a reference aligned model for aligning
procedures, (4) fields good results even with noisy data
points.
b) Key points: (1) able to align the model by two different
possible approaches, symmetry and variance, (2)
calculates value of symmetricity factor to give a good
comparison between different models, (3) classifies
the model, which gives information about how good is
alignment axis defined in that case.
c) Limitations: (1) involves lot of calculations due to
handling of a large number of data points, since downsampling the point cloud is not a good choice in this
case, (2) takes fair amount of time in performing
alignment by method of symmetry, (3) uses trial and
error approach. It runs a loop and calculates the
parameters rather than solving them directly.
5.2. Future Works
The method proposed here to align model in 3 degrees of
freedom can also be used to align in 6 degrees of freedom in
same steps and the time taken to align in 6 degrees of freedom
as a result will be only 2 times to that in 3 degrees of freedom:
a) Translate model to world origin in X , Y and Z
coordinates (which was only X and Y previously).
b) Align model in XY plane.
c) Align model in XZ or YZ plane.
One of the limitation is more computation time required, that
needs to be considered if the algorithm would be used in real
time.

Figure 4. 3D tester models. From top left to bottom right: teapot, perfect
cube, car and couch. Source: [10], [11].

As per classification of models on the basis of symmetricity
factor (S) mentioned in Section 3.5, the six reconstructed
models are classified as shown in table 3.
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Table 1. Evaluation results of Testers
Misaligned Model
By Variance
By Symmetry
Model
: teapot
t (sec)
: 0.59
t (sec)
: 14
Size (cm)
: 6.5 × 4
Align
Align
: -29°55'
: -30°
Points (n)
: 41,472
Acc (%)
Acc (%)
: 99.72
: 100
: 30
Misalign (°)
Model
: teapot
t (sec)
: 0.59
t (sec)
: 12
Size (cm)
: 6.5 × 4
Align
Align
: -15°
: -15°1'
Points (n)
: 41,472
Acc (%)
Acc (%)
: 100
: 99.89
: 15
Misalign (°)
Model
: car
t (sec)
: 0.51
t (sec)
:3
Size (cm)
: 90 × 37
Align
Align
: 19°53'
: 19°47'
Points
(n) : 9,218
Acc (%)
Acc (%)
: 99.42
: 98.92
: -20
Misalign (°)
Model
: couch
t (sec)
: 1.15
t (sec)
: 65
Size (cm)
: 90 × 87
Align
Align
: 29°41'
: 29°58'
Points
(n) : 146,794
Acc (%)
Acc (%)
: 98.94
: 99.89
: -30
Misalign (°)
Model
: perfect cube
t (sec)
: 0.45
t (sec)
:1
Size (cm)
:2×2
Align
Align
: -12°21'
: -15°13'
Points
(n) : 726
Acc (%)
Acc (%)
: 82.33
: 98.56
: 15
Misalign (°)
failed

Model
Size (cm)
Points (n)
Model
Size (cm)
Points (n)
Model
Size (cm)
Points (n)
Model
Size (cm)
Points (n)
Model
Size (cm)
Points (n)
Model
Size (cm)
Points (n)

Table 2. Evaluation results of reconstructed models.
Input Model
By Variance
By Symmetry
: cube
t (sec)
: 1.03
t (sec)
: 67
: 10.75 × 10.75
Align
Align
: 34°
: -0°28'
: 130,765
failed
: triangle
t (sec)
: 0.84
t (sec)
: 50
: 9.5 × 4.5
Align
Align
: -0°9'
: 2°5'
: 93,490
: cylinder
t (sec)
: 1.05
t (sec)
: 60
:7×7
Align
Align
: -2°50'
: -6°58'
: 138,792
: 52
: 0.92
t (sec)
t (sec)
: owl
Align
Align
: 16 × 11.5
: -0°12'
: -1°41'
: 111,061
: frog
t (sec)
: 0.90
t (sec)
: 49
: 14 × 11
Align
Align
: 9°25'
: 11°31'
: 102,148
: two owls
t (sec)
: 0.44
t (sec)
:6
:9×8
Align
Align
: -24°18'
: -21°40'
: 12,728
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S
4.8319

21.6290

10.1858

35.4026

7.2817

S
5.0545
5.1537
8.8050
6.7110
4.8235
1.8896

